Doug Brophy – OCNI Board – Re-election

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dougbrophy/
I have been a tireless representative of OCNI’s members as a Board Director since 2018 and am very
active on its committees. I have been part of the Canadian nuclear industry for nearly 29 years, originally
starting with Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd in 1992 and continuing with SNC-Lavalin for 5 years after their
acquisition of the commercial division of AECL. I joined AECOM in 2017, and am now with United E&C,
Inc (United), following AECOM’s October 16, 2020 divestiture of its successful Power Business Unit.
Originally a Chartered Accountant with Deloitte, my roles in the nuclear industry have spanned all areas
from Finance to Contracts to Quality Assurance to Marketing, Business Development and Strategic
Planning.
I was Financial Controller for AECL’s Wolsong 2, 3 & 4, and Cernavoda 1 projects, and its Nuclear
Services business. I served as Executive Assistant to AECL’s President & CEO for 2 years, traveling
globally, promoting AECL’s CANDU reactors. I led the successful financing of the Cernavoda 2 reactor in
Romania, working closely with EDC and a multitude of Federal Government departments. I then
developed and led a new Commercial and Business Operations group responsible for centralizing all
proposals and contracts, followed by a lead role on the team for AECL’s New Build marketing, creating
Team CANDU to pursue their Ontario Market Strategy for new CANDU reactors at the Darlington site. I
reported to AECL’s COO as Director of Quality Assurance and Operations Improvement, have negotiated
many major commercial contracts, was a lead in the complete revision AECL’s Corporate Risk
Procedures and was responsible for taking all proposals through the Risk Review process. I was Capture
Lead for SNC on the CNEA team that was successful in winning the AECL GoCo (Government Owned,
Contractor Operated) contract to manage the operations of CNL.
At SNC, I was Vice-President, Marketing & Strategy, retaining proposals and contract negotiation
responsibility, but also taking on leadership for Marketing Strategy, Strategic and Operations Planning,
and was responsible for all reporting to SNC’s Board of Directors, in addition to all financial planning and
budgeting.
I currently head up United’s business development efforts in Canada in the Power sector, with a focus
on continuing to bring its deep nuclear experience to benefit the Canadian nuclear industry. I was
United’s lead in the negotiation of the Unit 6 Fuel Channel and Feeder Replacement contract for Bruce
Power. United is also leading the Unit 6 Steam Generator Replacement (SGR), in addition to being Bruce
Power’s selected contractor for all I&C construction for the next 6 years, and an Engineering MATOC
MSA supplier.
I have a BBA from St Francis Xavier University, and am a Chartered Accountant. I am married with 3
children, have coached at a competitive level in baseball and hockey, and remain active in many sports,
especially hockey and golf.

